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A loop transmission system consisting of a central station, N input terminals with 
infinite buffer, and a multiplexed channel is considered. Data flows from the terminals 
to the central station and from the central station to the terminals. The first type of data 
transfer is accorded priority over the second type. This necessitates intermediate 
buffering of data from the central station to the terminals. The distributions ofthe queue 
lengths at all terminals and of the virtual waiting times of data units are calculated. 
Two numerical examples are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Loop or ring-switched transmission systems are of increasing interest in computer 
communications. A survey of recent results and an extensive bibliography can be 
found in [1]. Figure 1 shows a typical oop service system. N buffered input terminals 
T (1), T~2),..., T (N) are linked by a common channel to a central station, e.g., a CPU. 
A loop service system with traffic only from the terminals to the CPU and with the 
"loop discipline" was analyzed in [2]. The loop discipline stablishes priority service 
on the basis of position on the loop. Terminal T (i) is closer to the central station than 
terminal T Ij) if i < j and accordingly receives a higher grade of service. In [3] a 
loop system with two-way traffic was considered where the traffic from the CPU to 
the terminals was described in terms of the holding times of the channel by the CPU 
rather than explicitly. 
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FIG. 1. Loop service system. 
In this paper we are again concerned with the loop system of Fig. 1 and we now 
admit two service operations: the transmission of data from a terminal to the central 
station and from the central station to a terminal. The first type of service operation 
is accorded preemptive priority over the latter. Therefore, intermediate buffering of 
the traffic from the CPU has to be provided. 
Performance will be measured in terms of (1) the buffering requirements a described 
by the stationary distributions of the queue lengths at the terminals, and (2) the 
response times, the stationary distributions of the waiting times, the times required 
to transmit a message from a terminal to the central station and from the central 
station to a terminal. 
The common channel is time multiplexed. That is, the time axis 0 ~ t < ~ is 
divided into contiguous intervals or slots s~ : ( j  --  l)A ~ t < jA  (1 ~ j  < c~). Each 
slot is capable of transmitting a single data unit (with addressing information as 
required). What consitutes a data unit may vary in application. It may be a byte, a 
character or a fixed-size block. The channel plays the role of the server in our queueing 
model and the data units assume the role of customers. 
We adhere to the following notational convention: subscripts will refer to evolution 
in time while superscripts will refer to position on the loop. We shall employ both 
the superscripts 0 and N + 1 for the central station. The former when the central 
station is the source of a transmission and the latter when it is the destination of same. 
In Sec. 2 we collect certain preliminary results which will be needed in the rest of 
the paper. Section 3 contains the description of the queueing model and the waiting 
line analysis. The waiting times are determined inSec.4 and several numerical examples 
are given in See. 5. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
By a standard process .~7 we shall mean a sequence Y" = {Xj : 1 ~< j < oo} of 
independent, identically distributed, nonnegative, integer-valued random variables. 
The generating function of the process is the function P(z) -~ E{z xl} defined for 
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I z [ ~< 1 and analytic for ] z [ < 1. While we shall not assume a particular P(z) in the 
analysis which follows, numerical results in Sec. 5 will use the compound Poisson 
process 
P(z) = exp A ((ll -- q)z - -1 )  
- -  qz 
(2.1) 
(0~q<l ;0~a<m).  
In our context, Xj is equal to the number of data units generated at a terminal or at 
the CPU during the jth slot. The particular choice of the law (2.1) is motivated by 
some recent measurements made of traffic in data channels [4]. 
Let P(z) be a probability generating function and assume/z = P'(1) < 1. According 
to Rouche's theorem [5] there exists a unique root in the unit disk, O(P; w), of the 
equation 
z -- wP(z) = 0 (I w I < 1). (2.2) 
According to Lagrange's Theorem [6] O(P; w) is analytic in ] w ] < 1. This root 
admits a probabilistic interpretation to which we now turn. 
Let ~ = {Xj : 1 ~<j < or} be a standard process, P(z) = E{z x'} and # = E(X1) < 1. 
We consider the process 
s = {Lr : 0 ~<j < oo} 
defined by 
Lj = (Lj_~ --  1) + + Xj (1 ~<j < oo) (2.3) 
with a + = max(a, 0). The initial state L o of ~ is a random variable (taking nonnegative 
integer values) with arbitrary law. The process (2.3) is a Markov chain with stationary 
transition law. Indeed if we set H~(z) = E{zXJ} (0 < j < co), then from (2.3) 
Hi(z) -- P(z) (Hj_x(Z) + (z -- I) H~_I(0)) 
z 
(1 ~<j < or). (2.4) 
If we write 
then (2.4) yields 
H(z, w) = ~ H~(z) w j 
j=O 
(Izl, lwl < 1), 
H(z, w) = H~ + w(z -- 1) P(z) H(O, w) 
z -- wP(z) (2.5) 
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The numerator of (2.5) contains the unknown boundary term H(0, w). It is determined 
by an appeal to analyticity; since H(z, w) is analytic in the polydisk {(z, w): [z I < 1, 
I w I < 1} the vanishing of the denominator of (2.5) when z - O(P; w) requires the 
same to occur in the numerator and thus 
Ho(z)z + w(z -- I) P(z) H~ w)) 
1 - -  O(P; w) (2.6) H(z, w) = 
z -- wP(z) 
Some simplification is achieved when we restrict our attention to the stationary 
solution of (2.3). It is known [7] that {L~} converges in law, i.e., H*(z) = limit tIj(z) 
exists. The limit law may be obtained by first multplying (2.6) by (1 -- w) and then 
evaluating the limit as w--+ 1, employing for this purpose a standard Tauberian 
theorem [8]. Carrying out the calculation we obtain: 
LEMMA 2.1. I f  Lj = (L~_ 1 -- 1) + + Xj (I <~j < m), P(z) = E{z xj} and tz = 
E{X~} < 1, then 
H*(z) = limit E{z L'} = (1 --/~) (z -- 1) P(z) z -- P(z) (2.7) 
Remark. Equation (2.3) provided the starting point in [2] for the study of the 
loop system with traffic only from the terminals to the central station. The state 
variables {Lj} count the total number of data units buffered at all terminals (at the 
start of the jth slot) while {Xj} counts the total number of data units arriving in the 
system. 
If/~ = E{X1}, a 2 == Var{Xa}, and/z 3 = E{(X 1 - -  /x)3}, then 
I (~2 
E{L*}- -2  l - - t~  
1 
2 t~, (2.8) 
l~ --~2 +~.1(1_  tx)zl ~ -- I (2/x -- 1)(2tz -- 3) 
1 
(2.9) 
/23 
Var{L*} -- 3(1 --/x) 
with L* = limit Lj (in law). 
The process .~a has certain natural renewal points, the times T 1 < 7- 2 < "'" < T n ~ " ' "  
at which Lr = 0. At these points the system renews itself in the sense that its behavior 
is independent of the past. It is clear that the random variables {re -- r~_ 1 : 1 < j  < oo} 
are independent and identically distributed. From (2.6) we obtain: 
LEMMA 2.2. 
E{w(,r.,j_,) } = JHo(O(P;w)), i f  j =- 1 
tO(P;w), if 1 < j < ~.  
(2.10) 
571[7/5-4 
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Next, we generalize the system of (2.3); suppose f(i~ = {XJi~: 1 ~<j < oo} are 
two independent standard processes, P(i)(z)= E{zXl ''} and /g*)= E{XJ i~} with 
/gl) q-/z ~2) < 1. We consider the vector process 
__  y (1)  -;L<O = ~rL<~ 1) + + "'/ , 
L)2) trls) __ (1 L <1) ~+~+ X} ~) 9 : koJ--1 - -  J--11 ] "@ (l ~<j < oo). (2.11) 
The initial state Lo = (L~o 1), L~o 2~) is a random variable with arbitrary distribution and 
we set HJt)(z) = E{zL~"}. According to Lemma 2.1 the first process {L~ 1)} converges 
in law. To study the second process we use Lemma 2.2 and introduce the notion of 
a service epoch. I f r  1 < r 2 < "'- < r n < "'" are the times at which L~ 1) = 0 then (2.11) 
implies 
t (s) (2~ Lj2) = L~-I -t- Xj if j - -  1 ~{ri} (2.12) 
~IL(2) _ D + X~ 2) , t  J-x j + if j - -  I~{Ti}. 
In the context of a loop system with N terminals, L~ x~ will denote the total number of 
of data units buffered at terminals T (1) ..... T (k), and LJ 2) the total number of data units 
buffered at terminals T(k+l),..., T (N). The f lh slot is a service epoch for this second 
collection of terminals if and only if L~j 1 = 0, i.e., if and only if j -  1 e {ri}. When 
we write (2.12) in the form 
-ri 
L<~) = (L <2) -- 1) +-t- 2 X<k2> (2.13) 7~ ~ 7j_ 1 
k=l+~j_  1 
we recognize its similarity to (2.3). The independence and identical distribution of 
{rj -- ri_ 1 : 1 < j < oo} implies that the random variables 
-rj 
E x,? 
k=l+~j - i  
consitute astandard process and hence (2.13) is a special case of (2.3) with P(z) replaced 
by O(Pm(z); p(2)(z)); the latter is the generating function of the effective input process 
in (2.13). From (2.2) we easily see that the expected number of arrivals (over one 
renewal cycle) is just/z(~)/l --/xa) which is less than one if /z m +/z(*) < 1. We thus 
have: 
LEMMA 2.3. / f  ~(1) -t- ~(2) ,~ 1, then limit 
g~, 1 --/~(1~ _/g~> (z -- 1) O(Pm(z); P(2~(z)) (2.14) 
E{z  ~ } = 1 - g l )  = _ 0 (p ( l~(z ) ;  p<~,(=)) 
Remark. 
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The system (2. I 1) is equivalent to the system 
. _ _  J((1) L~ 1) = /L (1) 1) + @ -- j  , 
I J -X  
LO) + L~2) t.L(1) • L(2) ~V(1) y!2) J =~ J - l~  ~-1 -1)++- -~ +- . .  
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3. THE QUEUEING MODEL AND THE STATIONARY QUEUE LENGTH 
We shall model the traffic to and from the central station by standard processes. 
We shall use both the superscripts 0 and N + 1 in referring to the central station; 
the former when the central station is the source of the data and the latter when it is 
the destination. Thus 
W(~;N+a) = {X}~,N+~): 1 ~ j < m} (1 ~< i ~< N) 
defines the process by which data enters at T (~ for transmission to the central station, 
while 
3f (~ = {X~~ 1 ~< j < oo} (1 ~< i ~< N) 
defines the process by which data is generated at the central station for transmission 
to T Ci). We assume that the 2N processes are independent and we set P(i;N+I)(z) = 
E{zX~ ;N+I)} and P(~ = E{zX~~ It will be convenient to introduce the following 
convention with superscripts; if c~ C {0, 1, 2,..., N}and fl _C {1, 2 ..... N+ 1} then XJ ~;r 
is equal to the total number of data units arriving in the system at one of the stations 
T Ik) with k ~ ~ for transmission to one of the stations T (k') with k' ~/3, where a station 
is either terminal or the central station. 
DEFINITION 3.1. I f  a C {0, 1, 2,..., N} and /3_C{1, 2,..., N + l}, the L~ ";~) is the 
total number of data units buffered at the stations T Ik) (k E a) for transmission to one 
of the stations T (k') (k' eft) just before the start of the ( j  + 1) st slot, i.e., at time 
IA -o .  
Remark. L~ ~;~) refers to the state of the system at different times. The j th  slot 
"starts" at the central station and "moves" along the loop passing each of the terminals 
T m, Tt2),..., T (g) in turn. The state of the buffer at T (k) at the start of thejth slot will 
refer to the state at the arrival of this slot. This presents no difficulties. 
It remains to describe the queue discipline--how the channel is allocated among 
the N + 1 users. Our queue discipline will accord highest priority to traffic from a 
terminal to the central station. When the terminals T (h), T(i~),..., T (ik) (1 ~ il < /2  < "'" 
< i k ~< N)  jointly request a slot, the terminal "closest" to the central station T(il ) will 
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claim the slot. This is the loop discipline of [2]. It may be helpful to imagine a server 
(the slot) who makes repeated tours of the terminals on the loop visiting them in the 
order T a), T(2),..., T (n). On each tour the server may bring at most one data unit 
(customer) from one of these terminals back to the central station. This data unit is 
taken from the first terminal (in the order of his visit) seeking such a transfer. Con- 
tinuing with this analogy, the server may on occasion depart from the central station-- 
the origin of his tour--with a data unit destined for one of the N terminals. This 
traffic from the central station to a terminal is of lower priority. The transmission of
such a data unit d whose destination is terminal T (~) will be interrupted if upon arrival 
at terminal T Cil i < k, the buffer at this terminal contains either: 
(1) a data unit for transmission tothe central station, or 
(2) a data unit for transmission to T (k ') with k ' /> k. 
In either case the data unit d has its "journey" interrupted and is temporarily buffered 
at T (o where it will compete with other data units for the use of subsequent slots. 
It is convenient to imagine that at T (~ there develop N-  i + 1 queues Q(i;k) 
(i < k ~< N+ l) for the data units buffered at T Io with destination T (k~ 
(i < k ~ N + 1). The queue discipline is specified in Table I. 
Remarks. (i) Table I will also be used to prescribe how theflh slot is assigned by 
the central station to transmit data to (T(O: 1 ~< i ~< N} [Cases l(a) and l(b)]. 
(ii) Case 3 implies that data arriving at a particular terminal is processed in the 
order of arrival. 
The main lemma is: 
LEMMA 3.2. Ifi<~.k~N, 
N 
L!o.1 . . . . .  i ; k+ l  . . . . .  N+I )  (L(O.1 . . . . .  i ; k+ l  . . . . .  N+I )  1) + -t- = ~ J--1 - -  
s=k+l 
Proof. The proof is by induction; hence we assume 
N 
L(O,z . . . . .  / - -1 ; t :+1 . . . . .  N+I )  / L (O ,1  . . . . .  i -1 ;k+l  . . . . .  N+I )  1)+ _1_ j = t y--~ - -  
and we shall prove 
L?;~+~ ..... N+I) (L(t;~+l ..... N+I) 
3 =k J--1 - -  
i 
+ 2 x? 
$=1 
(3.1) 
i -1  
X(0;8) X(8;N+I) 
" -  + 2 
8=k+l s=l 
(3.2) 
(I - -  ~;_,/-(~ .. . . .  i -1 ;k+l  .. . . .  N+l)~+~-b) ] "-I- z~-jX(I; N+1)- 
(3.3) 
Equations (3.2) und (3.3) together imply (3.1) (see the remark following Lemma 2.3). 
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State of the f lh slot State of the buffer at T "~ Action taken 
l(a) Q(,;k) = g (n <: k ~ N + 1) j th  slot is acquired by 
OU;m v~ (3 the data unit at the 
Free head of the queue O(i;n) 
j th slot remains free 
d arrives at its destination 
and the slot is acquired by 
the data unit at the head of 
the queue O r/;'~ 
l(b) Q";*~ v~ ~ (i <k  <N+ 1) 
2(a) Q";*} = ~ (n <k  <N+ 1) 
O";"  4= 
Contains a 
data unit d 
for T "~ 
2(b) Q. ;k )  = ~ (i <k  ~N+ 1) 
Contains a data 
unit d for T (*~ 
(i < r < N) 
d arrives at its destination 
and the j th  slot is free 
d joints the end of the 
queue Q" ;'~, the slot 
is made free and assigned 
as in l(a) 
4 Contains a data The data unit retains 
unit for the the slot 
central station 
There  are two cases to consider: 
Case (a). r(o.1 ..... i -~. , ;k+l  ..... .,v+l) = 0. 
In  this  case the j th  slot is e i ther free or contains a data un i t  for one of the terminals  
T (~) wi th  i ~ m ~ k. In  any event the slot is made avai lable to effect a transfer  of a 
data uni t  f rom T r to T (~) with k + 1 ~ m ~ N+ 1. Thus  
_ y ( i ;  N+I) ~JL(i;k+l . . . . .  N-t-I) - -  k[L(i;l~+lJ-1 . . . . .  N+I) - -  1)% ~ " - J  
which is in agreement wi th  (3.3) in this case. 
Case (b). r (~ ..... i-1;k+1 ..... N+I) ~ 0. 
The jth slot contains adata unit for one of the terminals Tr T r and is assigned 
at T") according to the rules of Cases 3 and 4. Either the slot is retained by the data 
unit presently holding it (as in Case (4) or there is an exchange made. In both cases 
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there is no net change in the number of data units buffered at T (i) and hence 
L( i ;k+l  ..... N+I) L(i ;k+a ..... N+I) )((i; N+I) 
which is in agreement with (3.3). 
DEFINITION 3.3. The.flh slot is a service epoch for T ") if this slot upon its arrival at 
. " (~)" 1 ~< j < oo) denote the T ~i) is either free or contains a data unit for T (i) Let / r j  . 
service pochs for T (i). 
Since the service epochs for T (i) are the times at which r(o,1 ..... i-1;i+1 ..... N+I) _ 0 ~i-1 
we have from Lemma 2.2: 
LEMMA 3.4 .  
(1) The random variables {r~ i) -- "q-l") : 1 < j < oo} are independent and identically 
distributed. 
(2) E{w"~'-'7!l} = O(P; w) (1 < j  oo) where 
N i--1 
P(z) = H P(~ H P(s;N+X}(z) 9 (3.4) 
s=i+l s=l 
Lemmata 3.2, 3.4, and 2.3 then imply: 
I N THEOREM 3.5. [f)'~-s=i+l/Z(0;s) J'2-/-~s=l~-~i "(s;N+I) < 1, then 
L(i; i+1 ..... N+I) , 
E{z.}O } -* E{zZ.:,+x . . . . .  N+,)} 
1 - -  XLiq-i ~{0,8)  - -  ~'~fs=l /s (:T, - -  1) O(P; p(i;N+l)) 
= (3 .5 )  1 - -  ~N /~(o,~) - -  ~ ;~ i - - I  /s Z - -  O(P; p(i;N+l)) 
z~s=i+l z~s=l 
with P given by (3.4). 
4. THE STATIONARY DELAY 
There are two response times of interest in this loop system; the delay in transmitting 
a message from the central station to terminal T (i) and the delay in transmitting 
a message from terminal T (i) to the central station. The latter delay has already 
been calculated ([2], [9]). Indeed the data flow from terminals to the central 
station is not impeded by the data flow from the central station to the 
terminals and hence as far as the former flow is concerned, this loop system is 
equivalent o one in which there is only flow from the terminals. To calculate the 
delay in transmitting a message of M data units from the central station to terminal 
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T (~) we assume that this message is available at time jA + O. At this time there are 
(L~,I  ..... i--1;i ..... N+I )  11+ 
data units in the system with higher priority of service. During the interval jA < t 
( j  + 1)A an additional 
N i--1 
y(O; s) y(s ;  N+I) 
Z ~"J+l "5i- L "~J+l 
s=i+l s=l 
data units will arrive which have higher priority of service. Now consider the system 
(2.3), 
L k = (Lk_  1 - -  1) + -[- Xk(1 ~ k < oo) (4.11 
with 
L o : M + ,_~(L(Pa . . . . .  i -1 ; i  . . . . .  N+I) - -  1)+ + 
N 4--1 
E •(0; s) y(s; N+I) (4.2) 
s=i+l s=l 
N i-1 
Xk ~ ~(o;~)  y(s;N+9 --~+k + ~ (1 ~ k < ~). (4.3/ 
s=i+l s=l 
The first time r at which L, -- 0 is the time at which the service operation--trans- 
mission of these M data units to T(i)--will be completed. These M data units will 
have then spent ~- -~- 1 units of time within the system and thus experience a delay 
of ~" q- 1 -- M time units. The delay D~~ is thus given by Lemma 2.2. If we set 
D(i)(M) * -- limit D~~ (in law) we have: 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  
E{WD(')(M) *} 
with 
N ~s=i  /Z(0;S) .A-A..s=l~-~i--1 t 176 < 1 
N i--1 ) 1 
(0(P; w) -  1) 1 -- ~ ~(o;s)_ ~ ~(s;N+l) 
~=i ~-1 W -- P(~176 w)) 
(4.4) 
N i--1 
P(z) = I]  P(o;~'(z) 1-[ P(~;N+I'(z) 9 (4.5/ 
s=i+l s=l 
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In this section we shall indicate how the development of Sections 2-4 may be used 
to obtain quantitative results for system performance. 
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The utilization (of the channel) at terminal T ti), denoted by pro, is defined as the limit 
1 "-~ x~?., ..... ,:,+~ ..... N+I,>o~ 9 (5.1) lim n ~= 
Note that the ratio 
1 n--1 
"n 2 X(L~ 0'1 ..... t;t+l ..... N+I)>o ) 
.i--O 
(5.2) 
is the fraction of the first n slots which contain a data unit upon arrival at the (i + 1)st 
terminal. The utilization pm is the limiting value of the ratio (5.2) and is readily 
evaluated as 
N 
p., = y ~,(0;~, + Y~ ~,(~,N+I,, (5.3) 
k=i+l  k -1  
with/z ~~ = E{X~ ~ and p(k;N+n = E{XJk;N+I)}. Note that (5.1)-(5.3) have meaning 
when i = 0. The channel utilization is the maximum of these utilizations, 
= max pm 
P O~i<N " 
Note that the sequence {pro: 0 ~ i.<~ N} need not be monotonic. A simplification occurs 
when we assume that the processes {y'..u+ll, I ~ i ~< N} have all the same distribution 
and that also the processes {~(0,i), 1 ~ i ~ N} are identically distributed but with 
a different distribution. We set 
PI(z) = E{zX}"N+~)}, 
P , (~)  = E{~,,}~ 
In this case p(O = (N -- i)/~2 + i/~a and 
We may identify 
(i:N+I) ~,1 = E{X~ }, 
9 (o;O t'2 = E{X j  }. 
(5.4) 
p = N max(/~l,/~2). 
pcPu = Nt~2 pr  = Nm 
as the utilization of the channel by the CPU and terminals, respectively. For illustrative 
purposes we shall make this assumption concerning the input processes and take 
pi(z ) = exp ~, ( (1 - -q , ) z  1) 
1 qiz 
(i = 1, 2). 
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Our two examples will be 
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Example 71 ql )'2 q2 N PcPv Pr p 
1 0.02500 0.50 0.00625 0.75 10 0.50 0.25 0.50 
2 0.00625 0.75 0.02500 0.50 10 0.25 0.50 0.50 
In the first example more data flows from the terminals to the CPU than from the 
CPU to the terminals; in the second example the date flow is reversed. 
The calculation of the stationary state probabilities 
Pr{L(i;i+a ..... N+I) = k} (0 <~ k < ~)  (5.5) 
requires the determination of the coefficients of the generating function 
W,; i+l  ..... N+I),(Z ) = 1 --  (N --  i) t~2 -- i/.tl (.~ --  1) O(P; Pl(z)) (5.6) 
1 --  (N --  i) t% - -  (i - -  1) tzl z --  o(e; Px(z)) 
with P(z) = Pi~-l(z) P~-i(z).  For the processes of (5.4) this inversion in closed form 
is possible although the resulting formulae are not amenable to direct inspection and 
interpretation. To obtain numerical results we shall employ the following device; 
suppose X and Y are independent random variables, Q(z) = E{zX}, H(z)  = E{z r} and 
Y ~ (Y --  1) + -}- X (5.7) 
where ~-~ indicates that the two sides agree in distribution. In this case 
H(z) = (1 - - / z )  ( z  - -  l )Q(z )  
z - Q(z )  
-- e{x})  
which has the form of (5.6). From (5.7) we obtain the recurrence 
Pr{Y = n} = Pr{Y=n- -  I} - -  E~---~ Pr{Y=j} er{X=n- - j}  --  Pr{Y=O} Pr{X=n- -  1} 
"r{X=O) 
(5.8) 
which may then be employed to recursively calculate the state probabilities 
{Pr{Y = n}: 0 ~< n < ~}. The state probabilities (5.5) have been calculated by first 
determining the coefficients of the generating function O(P; Pl(z)) and then applying 
the recurrence (5.8). The results for examples 1 and 2 are given graphically in Figs. 2 
and 3, respectively. 
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The stationary delay probabilities 
Pr{D"'(M)* = k) (0 ~ k < oo) (5.9) 
are the coefficients of the generating function 
D~(w)* -~ (1 -- p.-1,) w (O(P; w) Ita O(P; w) -- 1 
, w i w -- P~(O(P;w)) (5.10) 
with P given as before. To obtain the coefficients of (5.10) we first write D~(w)* as 
the product 
D~'(w)* = (I -- p,-1, + tz2) ~0 (1 -- O(P; w)) .  A(w) 
with 
1 - -  p t i -D  1 
A(w) = 1 - -  p"-1~ + ~2 P~(O(P; w)) -- w 
Next, we observe that with Y given by (5.7) we have 
k_oPr{Y ~ n} z" = (1 -- ~) Q(z) - z 
so that the coefficients of A(w) may be obtained from the recursion (5.8) provided we 
set Q = P2(O(P; z)). The resulting sequence is then convolved with the sequence of 
coefficients of 
( O(P; w) I u (1 -- O(P; w)) (1 - p. - l~ + ~2) w ~- -~- - i  
to obtain the stationary delay probabilities. The results are portrayed for examples 1
and 2 in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. 
All the numerical results how the following: If more traffic flows from the terminals 
to the central station than into the opposite direction the terminals at the "beginning 
of the loop" experience a better grade of service than the terminals at the "end of the 
loop." If the flow pattern is reversed and more traffic is directed from the central station 
to the terminals many data units will be preempted and intermediately buffered at 
terminals which are close to the central station. Therefore, the terminals at the "end 
of the loop" now receive ahigher grade of service. 
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